• A 4-year battery, 3-year/3,000-hour powertrain, 2-year bumper-to-bumper limited warranty on most models.

• Single-cylinder overhead cam EFI engines with better fuel efficiency and power than our top competitors.

• The industry’s only rustproof, corrosion-resistant aluminum frame for long life.

• 500-amp, 20 peak hp-rated electric vehicles with best-in-class range and on-board chargers.

• VersAttach® optional bed-based attachment system for fit-to-task versatility.

• The industry’s largest selection of commercial-grade accessories.
RELIABLE VEHICLES AND A COMPREHENSIVE TRANSPORTATION STRATEGY

Club Car made a major investment in training our sales professionals to be transportation experts who understand the resort industry. They will help you develop a strategic transportation plan that cuts costs, boosts sustainability and safety and stabilizes your fleet budget.

As the U.S. UTV market leader, we have vehicles for every resort application. From safe, comfortable, high-performing people movers...to versatile, energy-efficient work vehicles that cut total cost of ownership...to low maintenance, zero-emissions housekeeping and hospitality vehicles that boost productivity, Club Car’s got the solutions you need.

Our Carryall® utility vehicles are available with electric, gas or diesel powertrains and in two- and automatic all-wheel drive models that sense the ground they are on and shift automatically.

Our electric Carryall LSVs are street legal on public roads with speed limits of 35 mph or less in most state. The larger ones work like pickup trucks, without the price tag. You’ll get up to 30 miles per charge, reduce your carbon emissions by tons per year, and keep your crews and cargo moving.

WE'RE THE WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCER OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Designed for performance and reliability, our quiet, zero-emissions electric work and transport vehicles carry our legacy. They deliver power comparable to gasoline vehicles yet reduce operating expenses and boost sustainability. There’s nothing else like them.

Visit clubcardealer.com to arrange a free demo with your local Authorized Club Car Dealer.